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 → Mobile board-securing system in a contemporary design, to 
move flexibly around the room 

 → For visualisations and presentations, for use as a room 
divider, privacy screen or for soundproofing, in combination 
with whiteboards and acoustic boards

 → Innovative layering principle with staggered dividers, ideal 
for working flexibly with boards and perfect for displaying a 
range of presentation materials

Model

 → Six dividers to hold several boards in different formats: whiteboards S-XL and acoustic boards M-XL

 → Storage options with built-in shelf space at the top and bottom of the stand 

 → Easy to move around on soft and hard floors due to its two wooden wheels and lockable castors; sturdy and will not tip over 

Format & weight

Prod. code MO300 MO301 MO302 MO303 MO304 MO305

Colour

Format (WxHxD) 714x641x504 mm

Weight 28,9 kg

Material & colours

 → Dividers: aluminium and steel, powder-coated

 → Stand : multiplex board with oak veneer, varnished

 → Wheels: multiplex board with oak veneer, varnished

 → Castors: plastic

MOCON MOBILE STAND
Design Studio Besau-Marguerre

traffic white RAL 9016

graphite black RAL 9011

black green RAL 6012

cobalt blue RAL 5013

ultramarine blue RAL 5002

sulfur yellow RAL 1016
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 → Semi-stationary board-securing system in a contemporary  
design, for use on a desk

 → For visualisations and presentations, for use as a room divider, 
privacy screen or for soundproofing, in combination with white-
boards and acoustic boards

 → Hygienic screen in combination with acrylic glass boards

 → Innovative layering principle with staggered dividers, ideal for 
working flexibly with boards and perfect for displaying a range of 
presentation materials

Model

 → Three dividers to hold several boards in different formats: whiteboard S, Panorama acoustic boards S-L and acrylic glass boards S-L

 → Stable due to repositionable, lockable clamp for mounting on a desk

Format & weight

Prod. code MO400 MO401 MO402 MO403 MO404 MO405

Colour

Format (WxHxD) 550x89x142 mm

Weight 3,8 kg

Material & colours

 → Dividers: aluminium, powder-coated

 → Base: adjustable screw-on clamp, powder-coated

MOCON DESK STAND
Design Studio Besau-Marguerre

traffic white RAL 9016

graphite black RAL 9011

black green RAL 6012

cobalt blue RAL 5013

ultramarine blue RAL 5002

sulfur yellow RAL 1016
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 → Stationary board-securing system in a contemporary de-
sign, to mount on the wall

 → For visualisations, presentations and soundproofing, in 
combination with whiteboards and acoustic boards

 → Innovative layering principle with staggered dividers, ideal 
for working flexibly with boards and perfect for displaying a 
range of presentation materials

Model

 → Three dividers to hold several boards in different formats: whiteboards S-XL and acoustic boards M-XL 

 → Bracket for mounting on the wall

Format & weight

Prod. code MO200 MO201 MO202 MO203 MO204 MO205

Colour

Format (WxHxD) 1000x92x77 mm

Weight 8,2 kg

Material & colours

 → Dividers: aluminium, powder-coated

MOCON WALL RAIL
Design Studio Besau-Marguerre

traffic white RAL 9016

graphite black RAL 9011

black green RAL 6012

cobalt blue RAL 5013

ultramarine blue RAL 5002

sulfur yellow RAL 1016
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 → Mobile whiteboards in a contemporary design for use in the 
mobile stand, desk stand and wall rail

 → For visualisations and presentations, for use as a room di-
vider or privacy screen, in combination with board-securing 
systems and board accessories, around the room, on the 
wall and on the desk

Model

 → High-quality HPL surface, magnetic, write on and wipe clean

 → Frameless, with a surrounding colour coordinated edge

 → Both sides of the board are usable

Format & weight

Prod. code MO011 MO012 MO013 MO014

Colour

Format (WxHxD) 430x680x16 mm 640x890x16 mm 640x1390x16 mm 890x1390x16 mm

Weight approx. 2 kg approx. 3.9 kg approx. 6.1 kg approx. 8.5 kg

Material & colours

 → Surface: high pressure laminate (HPL), glossy

 → Core: foam

 → Edge: plastic

MOCON WHITEBOARDS

traffic white  RAL 9016
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 → Mobile acoustic boards in a contemporary design

 → M-XL formats for use in the mobile stand and wall rail

 → S-L panorama formats for use in the desk stand 

 → For sound absorption, as a room divider and privacy screen,  
for visualisations and presentations, in combination with  
board-securing systems and board accessories, around the 
room, on the wall and on the desk

Model

 → High-quality fabric surface

 → Demonstrated acoustic efficiency for optimising room 
acoustics in offices and conference rooms

 → Frameless, with a surrounding colour coordinated edge

 → Both sides of the board are usable

Format & weight

Prod. code MO100 MO101 MO102 MO103 MO104

Colour

Format (WxHxD) 640x890x15,6 mm

Weight approx.  4.1 kg

Prod. code MO110 MO111 MO112 MO113 MO114

Format (WxHxD) 640x1390x15,6 mm

Weight approx.  5.8 kg

Prod. code MO120 MO121 MO122 MO123 MO124

Format (WxHxD) 890x1390x15,6 mm

Weight approx.  7.4 kg

Prod. code MO130 MO131 MO132 MO133 MO134

Format (WxHxD) 600x500x15,6 mm (Panorama)

Weight approx.  2.4 kg

Prod. code MO140 MO141 MO142 MO143 MO144

Format (WxHxD) 1000x500x15,6 mm (Panorama)

Weight approx.  3.8 kg

Prod. code MO150 MO151 MO152 MO153 MO154

Format (WxHxD) 1400x500x15,6 mm (Panorama)

Weight approx.  5.1 kg

Material & colours

 → Surface: textile, 100% polyester

 → Core: thermally compressed polyester fibres (PET)

 → Edge: plastic strip

MOCON AKUSTIKBOARDS

light grey

anthracite

black green

cobalt blue

ultramarine blue
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 → Mobile acrylic glass boards in a contemporary design for 
use in the desk stand

 → For visualisations and presentations, as a room divider 
and hygienic screen in combination with board-securing 
systems and board accessories on the desk

Model

 → High-quality acrylic glass surface, write on and wipe clean

 → Frameless; with a polished, trimmed edge

 → Both sides of the board are usable

 → Stable due to a flexible adapter for use in the desk stand

Format & weight

Prod. code MO030 MO031 MO032
Colour

Format (WxHxD) 600x500x5 mm (Panorama) 1000x500x5 mm (Panorama) 1400x500x5 mm (Panorama)
Weight approx. 1.7 kg approx. 2.8 kg approx. 4 kg

Material & colours

 → Surface: acrylic glass

MOCON ACRYLGLASBOARDS

transparent


